the deduction of his second form n 2= 0 from the original form n, 0, which theorem is given in his paper " Transformation der Gleichung der Curven 14ten Grades welche eine gegebene Curve 4ten Grades in den Beruhrungspuncten ihrer Doppeltangenten schneiden,"
C r e l l e ,t . lii. pp. 97-103 (1856) , containing the transformation in ques I prove this theorem in a different and (as it appears to me) more simple maimer; 2nd, on a theorem relating to a cubic curve proved incidentally in my memoir " On the Conic of Five-pointic C ontactat any point of a Plane Curve",* the cubic curve being in the present case any first emanant of the given quartic curve: the demonstration occu pies only a single paragraph, and it is here reproduced; and I reproduce also H esse's demonstration of the equivalence of the two forms n,=0 and na=0. t In quoting this formula in my former memoir, the numerical factor 3 is by mistake omitted.
As already noticed, it has been shown by H esse (and his demonstration is to be here reproduced) that the two forms n x= 0 and n 2= 0 are equivalent to each other. And the object of the memoir is to show that the third form n 3= 0 is equivalent to the other two. The equivalences in question subsist in virtue of the equation U==0, that is, the functions n i? n 2, n 3 are not identical, but differ from each other by multiples of U.
) be any systems of c quadratic function; (a, b, c, f, g, h) , (a', b', c', f', g', h') and the entire expression for □ is thus A'(Cy2+ B z 2-2 F^)
Hz2 -

Cxy + G or what is the same thing, □ =(BC,+ B 'C -2FF', C A '+C 'A -2GG', A B '+ A 'B -2HH', G H '+ G 'H -A F '-A 'F , H F '+ H 'F -B G -B'G, FG '+ F 'G -CH'-C 'H J#, y, z)
\ which is really the fundamental theorem. I t is however used as follows; viz. the righthand side being symmetrical in regard to the two systems or substituting for □ and □ ' their values, we have (a, b, c ,f, g, h \x , y, z)\(A r, b', c', f1 , o', h>Ja, b, c, 2If, 2g, 2h) - and the equivalence of the two forms n ,= 0 and n 2= 0 is thus established. But H esse's theorem leads also to the demonstration of the equivalence of the thirc form n 3= 0 . To use it for this purpose, I remark that if (a", c", f \ h") are th( second differential coefficients of H -3Hn where after the differentiations are t( be replaced by (x, y, z) , then the theorem gives ution, H ,= H , but d*Ht= J b ,H )= 2 b * H ; and thus l \ 1 -J-2 l*)xyz-2 1 + 2 + z3) = ( -12l2? rl2 l5)xyz-\-(-2^+2Z4)(^3+ y 3+ z 3) = 2(-l-\-l*){a?-\-y3Jt-zi-{- §lxyz).
Or since -Z+Z4 is equal to the quartinvariant S, and the equation is an invariantive one, we have for any cubic function whatever (a, b, c, f , g, hX3 " By, b,)2H -h 6 6= 2 S . U, which is the theorem in question. There is a difference of notation, and consequently a
